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Title: Jennifer Fisher collection of dance ephemera and promotional materials
Creator: Fisher, Jennifer
Identifier/Call Number: MS.P.045
Physical Description: 10.4 Linear Feet (8 boxes, 2 record cartons, 1 letter document box)
Date (inclusive): 1976-2012
Abstract: This collection comprises dance ephemera and promotional materials collected by University of California, Irvine associate professor of dance Jennifer Fisher that documents dance performance and education in Southern California between 1976 and 2012.
Language of Material: English.
Access
The collection has not been processed but is open for research. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access. Access to original audio tapes and DVD is restricted; researchers may request listening copies.
Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the University of California. Copyrights are retained by the creators of the records and their heirs. For permission to reproduce or to publish, please contact the Head of Special Collections and Archives.
Preferred Citation
For the benefit of current and future researchers, please cite any additional information about sources consulted in this collection, including permanent URLs, item or folder descriptions, and box/folder locations.
Acquisition Information
Collection Scope and Content Summary
This collection comprises dance ephemera and promotional materials collected by University of California, Irvine associate professor of dance Jennifer Fisher that documents dance performance and education in Southern California between 1976 and 2012.

Unprocessed addition 2001 Accession 2001.020
box accn2001.020 001  Box 1
box accn2001.020 002  Box 2
box accn2001.020 003  Box 3

Unprocessed addition 2004 Accession 2004.039
box accn2004.039 001  Box 1
box accn2004.039 002  Box 2
box accn2004.039 003  Box 3

Unprocessed addition 2006 Accession 2006.010
box accn2006.010 001  Box 1
box accn2006.010 002  Box 2
Unprocessed addition 2018 Accession 2018.0141976-2012

Physical Description: 2.4 Linear Feet (2 record cartons, 1 letter document box)

Access
This addition to the collection has not been processed but is open for research. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access. Access to original audio tapes and DVD is restricted; researchers may request listening copies.

Series Scope and Content Summary
This accession comprises dance ephemera, promotional materials, and instructional videos collected by University of California, Irvine associate professor of dance Jennifer Fisher that documents dance performance and education.

box accn2018.014 001 Box 1 1976-2012
Scope and Contents Note
dance VHS tapes; dance ephemera

box accn2018.014 002 Box 2 1976-2012
Scope and Contents
audiocassette tapes of Hawaiian music; dance VHS tapes

box accn2018.014 003 Box 3 1976-2012
Scope and Contents Note
Publications on dance; photographs; dance ephemera; dance VHS

box accn2018.014 003 Box 4 1976-2012